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TAC ECONOMICS FOR FINANCIAL INVESTORS
We help financial investors in their asset allocation processes...
through state-of-the-art quantitative techniques
› embedded in independent forward-looking research
›

›

providing early signals for macro opportunities and risks

Why TAC ECONOMICS?

They have been convinced...

From big to smart data

For 25 years, we have been consistently providing research
notes & advisory services to financial investors.
They include asset managers, private equity funds, pension
funds, sovereign wealth funds and family offices, from
investment boutiques to the largest financial institutions,
from Canada to Japan.

We invest heavily in the most advanced quantitative
techniques in order to provide consistent and forwardlooking analysis of key financial markets. We make data
talk by using both linear and non-linear modeling and by
developing our own artificial intelligence tools. This has
given us an unrivalled track record over the past decades.

Global coverage
Our quant tools and fundamental research cover all types
of markets (mature, emerging, frontier and commodities).
They allow investors to fully grasp the top-down
implications of macro scenarios on equity and fixed
income markets.

Independent research at your fingertips
We are fully independent and our development rests
solely on our ability to bring ideas and value in our
customers’ in-house decision processes. We offer highly
flexible delivery of research and our experts are available
for discussions.

To name a few: Amundi, Dorval AM, Lazard Frères Gestion,
H2O AM, Natixis AM, Unigestion, Caisse de Dépôt et Placement
du Québec, Schroders IM...
More than 10-year relationships with some of the most
demanding investors is a strong signal on our reputation
and effectiveness in providing highly useful research.

OUR SCOPE OF SERVICES

Currency
& Interest Rates Outlook
Outlook, projections and scenarios for all key policy
rates, bond yields and exchange rates, from short- to
long-term.
Covering all mature economies and key emerging
markets, using dedicated models and ensuring global
consistency.

Early Warnings
Daily, monthly and quarterly Market Alerts on major
equity and fixed income markets, with horizons
from 1 month to 6 months ahead.
Crisis Signals for upcoming systemic financial and
economic shocks in emerging markets, with horizons
from 1 year to 5 years ahead.

Emerging Market Risks
Risk Ratings and Crisis Signals on emerging
& frontier markets, using a set of non-linear models.
Quantification of currency, fx liquidity, cyclical and
political risks, with fundamental macro analysis.
Risk / Return metrics based on macro fundamentals for
equity and fixed income markets.
EM risk exposure analysis for large multinational
companies listed in mature markets.

Advanced Quantitative Modeling
Econometric and related techniques (regime-switching,
DPE, ECM, Nelson-Siegel...): currencies, interest rates,
yield curve, LT growth...
Deep Learning & Artificial Intelligence tools (neural
networks, combinatorial trees, SOM...): signals on market
reversals or systemic shocks, changes in cyclical or
inflation regimes, oil prices...
Text-Mining and content analysis: market sentiment, ST
predictive models, combination with data-mining tools.

Customization
& Ad-Hoc Services

Regular Publications
& Monitoring

› Face to face meetings

Quarterly Reports providing the fundamental scenarios
and their implications on key financial variables.

› Bi-annual club meetings
› Conference calls
› In-depth country analyses
› Text mining, aggregation of unstructured data
› Real time follow-up of countries,
companies & brands

Monthly Reports adjusting scenarios and alerting on
changes in the results of our quantitative models.
Daily or ad-hoc comments using high-frequency updates
of quantitative models as well as commenting key macro
events, through our web platform, our Flash Comments
and our e-mail alerts...

ABOUT TAC ECONOMICS
TAC ECONOMICS is a French company providing advisory services on
international economic and financial issues. Over the last 25 years, we
have achieved an outstanding track record in providing advanced signals
for significant crises, systemic shocks and financial troubles, but also for
positive and usually unexpected positive reversals.
With massive investments in traditional models and complex quantitative
techniques as well as a unique ability to combine results with analysis
and qualitative conclusions, TAC ECONOMICS provides original, operational
and forward-looking research on the main risks that international
investors and operators have to deal with.
With our team of 15+ analysts, researchers and modelers, we develop innovative tools that help our customers to stay
ahead of critical changes.
Our research strength includes a substantial academic commitment (HEC Paris, University of Rennes) and an active
participation in international events gathering researchers and investors. This is complemented by regular discussions with
key economic and financial players (central banks, think tanks, MNCs...) and frequent travelling to monitored countries.

How to subscribe?
We offer annual subscriptions with packages tailored for financial
investors as well as customized services.
Packages provide our customers with a comprehensive access
to the results of our quantitative models and to high-quality
independent research at the best market price; selection is based
on country/market coverage and frequency of research delivery.
Customized Services aim at complementing the standardized
offers with more focused or specific country/market coverage
and a direct relationship with our research team as well as our
senior partners.
For more information,
please contact sales@taceconomics.com
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